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By:Courtney Norcross, Supervisor of Instruction 

 
Fall is in full swing and it is so nice to see             

our students buzzing about and     
communicating with their peers while     
exploring great literature. While teachers     
continue to guide students through best      
reading practices in the classroom, it is the        
perfect time to set reading expectations at       
home too!  

Below you will find some suggestions from        
readingrockets.org to help establish a     
positive reading experience at home.  
Make books special: Turn reading into      
something special. Take your kids to the       
library, help them get their own library cards,        
read with them, and buy them books as gifts.         
Have a favorite place for books in your home!  
Get your child to read another one! Find        
ways to encourage your child to pick up        
another book. Introduce him or her to a        
series like The Boxcar Children or Harry       
Potter or to a second book by a favorite         
author; ask a librarian for more suggestions. 
Talk about what you see and do: Talk        
about everyday activities to build your child's       
background knowledge, a critical factor     
linked to listening and reading     
comprehension. Drum up a discussion, for      
example, while cooking together, visiting     
somewhere new, or after watching a TV       
show. 
Different strokes for different folks: Read      
different types of books to expose your child        
to different types of writing. Some kids,       
especially boys, prefer nonfiction books. 
_____________________________ 

 
By: Dina O’Donnell, Supervisor of Instruction 

 
We are excited about our new math        

program, Ready Mathematics! According to     
Curriculum Associates, “Ready Mathematics    
helps teachers create a rich classroom      
environment in which students at all levels       
become active, real-world problem solvers.     
Through teacher-led instruction, students    
develop mathematical reasoning, engage in     
discourse, and build strong mathematical     
habits. Continued on page 2…..  

 

 
By JoAnn Nocera, Supervisor of Instruction  

 
Fall into writing with our new writing        

program, Write Now, Right Now. This      
program provides a variety of instructional      
resources to teach effective strategies for      
mastering Expository, Persuasive and    
Narrative writing. Students will also be      
exposed to lessons that focus heavily on       
writing in response to reading, a skill       
necessary for writing well in any content       
area. Lessons such as locating and using       
text evidence and engaging in effective      
note-taking are a top priority. Students      
began the year reflecting on their writing and        
challenging themselves to write “Varsity”     
level sentences and paragraphs. We are      
excited to see students develop as writers.       
_______________________________ 

 
By Rachel Cicala, Supervisor of Instruction  

 
Teachers and students have been off to an         

exciting start using the new teacher created       
units for science instruction. The district’s      
science curriculum was designed by     
teachers, for teachers. They incorporate     
student-centered, hands-on inquiry-based   
science lessons using engineering practices     
and STEAM activities to promote college and       
career readiness. Resources such as     
Mystery Science, Science A-Z, Epic Books,      
ReadWorks and Google Apps are used to       
enable more personalized, cross-curricular,    
and problem-based student learning.  
 
Students in grades K-5 have been inquiring       
about things like: What will the weather be        
like on your birthday? How do they make        
silly sounds in cartoons? Why is there sand        
at the beach? Where do clouds come from?        
Will a mountain last forever? and What do        
plants eat?   
 

The Importance ofThe Importance of  
Physical Fitness forPhysical Fitness for  

Student Engagement andStudent Engagement and  
SuccessSuccess 

By James Klass, Supervisor of Instruction 
 

We all know that staying active is important for          
our bodies and overall health, but did you know         
that physical fitness may help improve students’       
academic performance as well? Just ask the       
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention      
[CDC], Columbia University, the New York City       
Health Department and Department of Education,      
and the Universities of Illinois, West Virginia, and        
California. Multiple studies by these groups have       
shown that regular physical activity can directly       
impact one’s cognitive function and overall      
attitude about school and learning.  

Students who are physically active tend to        
have better grades, improved school attendance,      
increased memory, and spend more time focused       
on tasks.  
 

 
Across the district, our teachers have been        

working to incorporate more opportunities for      
movement throughout the school day. Websites      
such as GoNoodle and Move to Learn provide        
hundreds of child friendly videos to promote       
learning through movement, music, dancing, and      
other ways to engage the body and mind. Some         
are even incorporating minute-long yoga     
practices as ways to unwind and transition from        
one activity to the next.  

As always, our Physical Education department       
promotes a variety of fitness events including It’s        
Fun to be Fit Week, Run for Life, and Hoops for           
Heart to provide additional opportunities to keep       
our kids moving. Instead of sitting still, go for a          
walk, break out the old hula-hoop, or just dance         
to some music. The benefits are well worth it! 
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By: Christine Manna, Supervisor of Instruction 

 
School districts use a variety of       

resources and strategies to support     
decisions regarding academic   
interventions. One of these decisions is      
how to provide struggling students with a       
second layer of learning support. In      
Toms River, our tiered-intervention model     
includes a comprehensive Basic Skills     
program. At various points during the      
school year, the Basic Skills teachers      
receive targeted training to learn specific      
strategies for supporting student growth in      
literacy and mathematics.  

This year, our program is focusing on        
intensive literacy intervention, zeroing in     
on foundational reading skills (i.e.,     
phonics and language development) and     
comprehension strategies as well.    
Students who qualify for this level of       
support receive ongoing intervention    
tailored to meet their individual needs.      
The goal is to assist struggling readers to        
achieve growth toward grade level     
expectations. 
_____________________________ 

By:Tiffany Lucey,Supervisor of Instructional Technology 
 

The 4th Annual Jersey Shore      
Makerfest took place on Saturday,     
October 18. This community event is a       
celebration of creativity and imagination     
that's part MythBusters, science lab,     
county fair, and art studio. It consisted of        
70-100 maker booths and workshops, a      
drone/RC field, an EdTalk studio with live       
interviews and motivational presentations,    
competitive and instructional robotics    
arenas, and the annual town Green Fair.   

 

 

 

 

 

New for this year were an expanded       
RoboSpace with a new Coding     
Collaboratory, an expanded outdoor    
Green Fair with Toms River United      
Sustainability Team (TRUST); hourly    
MakeIt Challenges. 

 

Arts-Infused Learning  

 
By: Catherine Mellon, Supervisor of Instruction 

 
For over a year, South Toms River        

Elementary (STRE) has partnered with the      
Count Basie Center of the Arts to include        
arts-infused teaching strategies into daily     
lessons to increase student performance. The      
current area of focus this year is theater arts         
and the strategies being used in classrooms       
allow for students to learn through movement       
and role-playing. Teachers at STRE are      
working alongside coaches from Count Basie to       
learn and use these strategies across the       
curriculum. Mr. Cheek, the STRE art teacher,       
explained, “This style of teaching provides      
opportunities for students to take the lead, learn        
creatively and problem solve collaboratively.”  

The Elementary Curriculum Department is      
delighted to announce that this program has       
expanded to East Dover Elementary this      
school year and that Count Basie is working        
with both of these schools to create       
assemblies, field trips, and activities that align       
with these arts-infused teaching strategies. 

 
In addition, Silver Bay Elementary is also        

the recipient of an arts-infusion grant funded by        
the Grunin Foundation. The school will be       
participating in a partnership with Young      
Audiences, wherein they will create an “Arts       
Lab” that will help to integrate current arts        
teaching practices with new strategies to      
support student learning. Among these     
activities to be planned are attendance at       
school performances and themed family     
evening events. We look forward to watching       
the plans unfold!  
_________________________________ 
 

 
Students at Makerfest engage with robots 

  

Continued…. 
 
The program supports educators as they      
strengthen their teaching practices and     
facilitates meaningful discourse that    
encourages all learners.” In addition,     
students will take the iReady Diagnostic      
Assessment three times throughout the     
school year, which will provide teachers with       
a full summary of students’ strengths and       
weaknesses. iReady will then generate online      
lessons tailored to the individual needs of       
each student. Research shows students who      
complete the most iReady lessons are those       
who experience the most growth. A great way        
to help your child with math at home is to          
have them complete some online lessons      
weekly. Reach out to your child’s teacher with        
any questions regarding Ready Math or      
iReady. 
__________________________________ 

Special Programs: 
Gifted & Talented 

Education 
by: Shannon Brown, Supervisor of Instruction 

 
The district is excited to announce that        

our existing K-2 Gifted and Talented (G&T)       
Discovery Program has been revitalized to      
provide enrichment for all of our district’s       
youngest learners. G&T teachers will work      
alongside classroom teachers to foster the      
development of higher level thinking skills      
with all of our kindergarten, first, and second        
graders within their classrooms, using the      
Primary Education Thinking Skills model.     

 

All students will have the opportunity to       
participate in activities aligned to each of the        
six thinking skills. As they work to solve        
problems, both the G&T and general      
classroom teachers will be observing for      
specific strengths. Those students that     
exhibit strengths will participate in further      
hands-on exploration and collaborative    
problem solving opportunities in a small      
group setting with the gifted and talented       
teacher at a later time.  
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